Recommended Tool List
Make it Easy—Great tools for a Great Shop

Battery Chargers and Jumpstarters

Battery Adapters and Cleaners

Batteries need to be properly charged in
order to be tested or used.

Terminals and connections need to be
“bright and tight” to work properly and
provide the most efficient charging.

PAC™ Battery Charger
The PAC allows fleets to
quickly charge all of the
batteries in a pack at the
same time. It is capable of
outputting 100 amps for an
extended period of time, which
greatly reduces recharge time.
Part #: PAC-100

6-Station Battery Charger
This automatic, 5 amp
battery charger is designed
to prevent overcharging
and reduce charging time
without compromising
safety. Each charging port
works independently.
Part #: BUSPRO660

Battery Charging/Testing
Adapter
This adapter allows for a
good, simple connection to
the battery, which is required
when testing or charging
batteries.
Part #: BK605U

Ring Terminal Cleaning Brush
Terminals corrode
when exposed to the
environment. For accurate
test results, the terminals
must be cleaned in order
to get a good electrical
connection.
Part #: EZ506

CAPS™ Jumpstart Machine

Battery Cleaning Brush

The CAPS can be used
to quickly jumpstart both
heavy- and light-duty 12 volt
vehicles. Includes built-in
safety features.

Battery terminals corrode
when exposed to the
environment. For accurate
test results, the terminals
must be cleaned in order
to get a good electrical
connection.
Part #: 506CO

Part #: PJM-100
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Testers
These testers diagnose electrical systems. Battery testers are as important to a heavy-duty
vehicle technician’s shop toolkit as a screwdriver and wrench are to a car mechanic’s toolkit.

Benchtop Electrical Analyzer

Electrical Tool Kit

This automated tester guides
guides technicians through
testing electrical systems.
This efficient and accurate
device reduces the time and
effort needed to troubleshoot
electrical issues.

This kit allows technicians to
easily test the entire electrical
system of a vehicle. This helps
ensure proper maintenance,
thus increasing the life of fleet
vehicles. It comes with multiple
tools to diagnose electrical issues,
saving fleets time and money.

Part #: BVA-2100KP

Handheld Electrical Analyzer
This automated tester guides
technicians through testing
electrical systems. It simplifies
identifying and troubleshooting
electrical issues.

Part #: 200DTP

Part #: TF-002

Milliamp Digital Ammeter
The clip-on ammeter
measures current down
to one milliamp, allowing
technicians to effectively
measure parasitic load without
disconnecting the circuit.
Part #: TF-015

Liftgate Double Check
The Liftgate Double Check
diagnoses and ensures your
liftgate charging system is
working properly. It shows if
power connections are good,
measures current the liftgate
batteries are pulling, and tests tractor and
trailer electrical systems separately.
Part #: DC-300
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